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Governance
++The Gold Coast City bid book made a
commitment to deliver a sustainable
Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games
(GC2018).
++For the first time in an Australian mega
sporting event context, the GC2018
organising committee, Gold Coast 2018
Commonwealth Games Corporation
(GOLDOC), used international best practice
frameworks such as ISO 20121: Sustainable
Event Management Systems, Global
Reporting Initiative’s reporting standards,
and the United Nations' Guiding Principles
on Business and Human Rights to inform its
framework and approach to sustainability.
++Achieving second party conformity to ISO
20121 in 2015, this was re-confirmed in a
2017 audit.
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++Since 2014, GOLDOC prepared four
Sustainability Reports using the Global
Reporting Initiative Framework G4 version,
including the Event Organiser Sector
Supplement.
++GOLDOC’s management and reporting
framework supported executive leadership
and oversight, internal and external
stakeholder engagement, material
sustainability risk and opportunity
identification, reporting and continual
improvement.
++Through stakeholder consultation and
work to implement ISO 20121, GOLDOC
identified nine key sustainability priority
areas for GC2018.
++The GOLDOC Sustainability team then
developed organisation wide engagement
strategies and work programs to address
these priorities and report on outcomes.
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The nine sustainability priority areas for
GC2018 formed the following three core
sustainability themes:

++Delivered 2 million meals meeting the
commitment to low impact, local, seasonal,
organic diets; reducing food waste.

1. Source responsibly

++Engaged with regional producers and
suppliers to deliver reduced food miles and
a diverse food offering.

2. Manage impacts
3. Inspire inclusion.
These themes were also aligned with the
United Nations’ Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) to guide GC2018 planning.
An outline of how the themes aligned to
the sustainability priority areas and SDGs,
and some of the key outcomes achieved for
GC2018 is set out below.
Theme: Source responsibly
Sustainability Priorities: Sustainable
procurement, Food and beverage, Waste.
SDG: 8: Decent work and economic growth,
12: Responsible consumption and production,
13: Climate action, 15: Life on land:
++Developed and implemented guidelines for
sustainable procurement practices:
–– Sustainable Sourcing Code
–– Materials and Packaging Policy provided strong control of materials
entering venues to maximise recycling
rates.
++Achieved Level 4 and 5 (out of 5)
competency in ISO 20400 Sustainable
Procurement.
++Provided technical advice for procurement
packages.
++Developed the GC2018 Food Experience
to set benchmark standards for food and
beverage supply to GC2018.
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++Undertook extensive waste reduction
initiatives from scope and sourcing through
to disposal.
++Created 12 recycling streams in GOLDOC's
offices; and 8 back of house streams and
dual located, colour coded recycling and
landfill streams front of house at venues.
Theme: Manage impacts
Sustainability priorities: Transport, Carbon,
Environmental impacts
SDG: 9: Industry, innovation and
infrastructure, 13: Climate action, 7:
Affordable and clean energy: Environmental
impacts: 14: Life below water, 15: Life on
land:
++Rationalisation of requirements and
efficiencies in Games Family fleet and bus
transport, reducing environmental impacts.
++Car fleet met latest Euro emissions
standards and reduced operational
emissions by 46%.
++Free public transport with every ticket.
++4 Star Green Star Office rating for
GOLDOC's offices.
++First Commonwealth Games to quantify
operational carbon emission impacts.
++Venue power loads designed to maximise
grid power and reduce the number and size
of prime and back-up generators.
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++First velodrome worldwide with LED
broadcast quality lighting – 60% energy
consumption reduction.
++Procured 100% LED temporary sports
lighting solution.
++Games-first paperless training model saved
an estimated 1.8 million sheets of paper.
++Innovative digital distribution service for
media generated $1million in savings,
reduced volunteers and paper requirements.
++‘Print-at-home’ and mobile ticketing
platforms reduced printed tickets.
++1.7 million single use water bottles saved by
sustainability initiatives and free water refill
stations in all competition venues.
++15,000 volunteers provided with reusable
water bottle and hot beverage cup.

Theme: Inspire Inclusion
Sustainability priority: Inclusion, diversity
and accessibility
SDG: 5: Gender equality, 10: Reduced
inequalities, 16: Peace, justice and strong
institutions:
++Largest para-sport program in
Commonwealth Games history.
++Gender equality achieved through equal
medal events for women and men, a first for
any elite multi-sports event.
++First Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP)
developed for a major event in Australia.
++Development of venue accessibility
policy, accessibility, inclusion policy and
accessibility terminology.

++Commonwealth Games Village towel saving
initiative achieved 61%reduction against
forecasted usage.

++First comprehensive database of Gold Coast
accessible accommodation.

++Plastic straws and balloons banned in
venues and not found in waste audits.

++Developed Human Rights Policy involving
stakeholder engagement with Australian
Human Rights experts to identify key risks.

++Reusable (landfill biodegradable corn
starch) bags only offered on request at
official merchandise stores.
++Smoking banned within GC2018 venues
and no cigarette butts found in waste
audits.

++Communications WGAC 2.0 compliant.

++Supported establishment of Gold Coast
Pride House.
++Undertook Pride in Sport organisational
benchmarking in 2016 and 2017. First
Games to receive LGBTI accolade: 2018
achievement award for most improved in
the Pride in Sport Index.
++Socio-economic inclusion through
affordable tickets, free event options, and
free cultural programs.
++360,000 training hours for 15,000
volunteers including sustainability,
accessibility, inclusion components.
++Installed hand controls in two fleet vehicles
for people with accessibility.
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Legacy
Governance
++The GC2018 legacy program was led by the
Queensland State Government's Office of
the Commonwealth Games (OCG).
++The OCG developed an initial Embracing
2018 legacy program and a complementary
Evaluation and Monitoring Framework.
++Games Partners then worked in close
collaboration to refine and progress the
Embracing 2018 legacy program. This
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process required the joint collaboration
of the Queensland Government, City of
Gold Coast and GOLDOC and Australian
Government as well as input from the
Commonwealth Games Federation. This
model of collaborative legacy program
development across three tiers of
government is a legacy in itself.
++GOLDOC ensured that all work to deliver
GC2018 aligned with the Embracing 2018
framework and enhanced legacy outcomes
wherever possible.

Contact info@goldoc.com for alternative formats of this
Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games™ publication.
If you wish to use a text relay service,
visit relayservice.gov.au for assistance

